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Responsible for Millions of Doll
lars Loss Through Repair Bills,
Wasted Time, Fuel, and Oil.
By ALEKANDER JOHNSON.

Editor of Motor.
"The average automobile owner is

so lacking In knowledge concerning
the details of his engine and the
average repairman so incompentent,
that this nation loses many millions
of dollars in engine repair bills, wast-
ed fuel and oil, and time lost.
The least understood repair and

maintenance operations center about
the cylinders, pistons with their pins
and rings.
An engine when shipped from the

factory runs just so long .and then
certain parts become worn, but when-
ever there are two parts rubbing
against, each other it is hard to tell
simply by looking at them, which one
has taken the most wear and just how
much. In the case of an engine cyl-
inder and piston one must have some
understanding of how these parts are
made and how they opearte to under-
stand why certain operations are per-
formed later on, why and when new

piston rings are necessary, why cyl-
inders need regrinding, and why a

really competent shop must do the
work.
The cylinders are made generally pi1

cast iron and have a highly accurate
hore, that Is one that measures with-
in .0005 inch of the speeified diameter.
Working up and down in this cylin
der is a piston (usually made of cast
iron) to which the connecting rod is
attached be means of a so-called pin.
The piston has groves in it and these
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grooves accept rings which pack the,
piston and 4xpand against the eglin-I
der wall.
The piston without the rings is

made somewhat smaller than the
cylinder, no that when the piston
gets hot from being in contact with,
the burning gases In the cylinder.
In a 3-nch cylinder the losi'on naught
be made .003-inch smaller -the top,
where. it gets very hot, an.. .002-inch
smaller at the bottom, or skirt, where
the heat Is not so great.
This difference In diameter is call-

ed the piston clearance and varies
In different engines. The space, or
clearance, between the piston and
cylinder is taken up by an oil film.
But such a piston alone would be
loose in the cylinder and could not
create a good vacuum above ;t.
Therefore, the piston rings are used.
These are springy pieces of cast Irnr,
which are snapped Into the grooves
and which expand outward against
the cylinder wall. It Is the rings
which do most of the rubbing against
the cylinder, because upon them ie-
pends the work of making a ga-e
tight joint.n
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If perfect lubrication of cylinde

wall and piston were maintained th
engine would run for a long time h.
fore any appreciable wear would tak
place, but owing to various factor
this lubrication is not by any mear
perfect, with the result that afte
20,000 miles, 15,000 or even 10,00
miles the cylinders may become wor
oval, the rings badly worn, so the
no longer make a gastight Joint, ti
pins may become loose and knoc,
or the cylinder *all may becor
scored, cut or burned.
"Some of the factois contributin

to these conditions are: Poor man1
facture to begin with, bad fitting c
pistons and rings, misalignment c

these parts in the cylinder, excessis
use of the choke, which causes rni
fuel to wash away the oil on th
cylinder wall and piston; poor mat
rials. insufficient or impaired lub'
cation or natural wear. When thei
conditions exist the owner knows
because the engine does not develr
its usual power: It uses a larre
amount of fuel and oil; It carbonize
rapidly; may misfire a lot by co

tinually fouling the spark pulgs:
is hard to start: it may smoke mnl
than usual; it is noisy, etc.
What happens?
The owni.r takes the car to a r

pair show. He may be told that th
engine needs oversize rings, and the
these rings alone will stop the tro
ble. He may be told that new pi
tons, rings and pins will absolute
cure the trouble, or he may qmp
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be told that some new kind of oil or
Ssome kind of dope will do the work.

There is only one thing for the
wner to do In a case of this kind be-

lore decding upon any remedy and
:bilat is to have the repairman find out

eWHY the trouble exists. That mear'
tpistons must be removed and
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the cylinders must be measured with
a micrometer.

In the first place the cylinders may
be badly worn, which it i6, cannot be
corrected by installing new rings.
Secondly, it the cylinders are worn,
larger ring, cannot be installed, as
ample as it might seem to do this.

It is physically impossible to put
larger rings into a cylinder naturally
worn oval or even uniformly larger,
I'ecau~e wear only takes place in the
ng travel and that travel does no*
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